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Abstract. For any positive integer n, let SDS(n) be 
the n-th element of the Smarandache deconstructive 
sequence . In this paper we prove that if 3 k II n , then 
3k II SDS(n). 
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The Smarandache de constructive sequence is constructed 
by sequentially repeating the digits 1,2, ..• ,9 ill the 
following way: 
(1) 1,23,456,7891,···, 
which first appeared in [3]. For any pOSItIve integer n, 
let SDS(n) denote the n-th element of this sequence. In 
[I], Ashbacher showed that 3 I SDS(n) if and only if 
3 I n .Simultaneously , he proposed the following question. 

Question . Let k be the largest integer such that 3k 

In. Is it true that 
(2) 3k 1/ SDS(n)? 

In this paper we completely solve the mentioned 
question .We prove the following result. 

Theorem. If 3k /I n, then (2) bolds. 
Proof. Bv [I, Table1], the theorem holds for n:::::;30. 

Therefore, we may assume that n> 30. If 3k II n, then 
(3) n=3km, 
where m is a positive integer with 3 I m. 

By the resut of [2], If k= I, then we have 
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={
456789.100+ 123456788889b+ 123456, ifn=3(mod9), 

(4)SDS(n)-
7890100+123456789b+123, ifn=6 (mod9), 

where a, b are positive integers. Since 1 if = 1 (mod9) 
and 123456789= 0 (mod9) , we find from (4) that 

{ 

6 (mod9) , if n = 3 (mod9), 
(5) SDS{n) = 

3 (mod9) , if n = 6 (mod9). 
Thus ,by (5), we get 3 II SDS{n) . The theorem holds 
for k= 1, 

If k> 1 ,let. 
(6) n=9t , 
where t IS a positive integer. By (3) and (6), we get 
(7) 31"-2 1/ t. 
Then ,by the result of [2], we have 

SDS{n)= 123456789(1 + 109+ ..• + 1 09(/-10 
1091_1 

(8) =123456789 ( J . 
109-1 

Notice that 32 II 123456789 and 31
-
2 II (1091-1)/(109-1) by 

(7) . We see from (8) that (2) holds. Thus ,the theorem 
is proved. 
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